Frequently asked Questions
Q: Which services are included in this packaged?

A: -

15.3.19 Algier Hotel Ibis one bed in Double or single depending to your order (no meals)

-

16.3.19 Hotel – Airport transfer
16.3.19 Flight Algier – Bechar (Departure 4:00 to 8:00)
16.3.19 Taxi or bus Transfer Bechar – Taghit (about 100 km)
24.3.19 Taxi or bus Transfer Taghit – Bechar (about 100 km)
24.3.19 Flight Bechar – Algier (Arrival 18:00 to 24:00)
24.3.19 Airport – Hotel Transfer
24.3.19 Algier Hotel Ibis one bed in Double or single depending to your order (no meals)

Q: Did I have to book this option if I arrive by plane?
A: No, you have several other and maybe cheaper options. With the private Tuareg plane we only
offer a fast and easier arrival option. With the Tuareg plane you save up to 2-8 days for arrival and
departure. But there are many other options you can arrange by your own. These options are similar
to the options you hade have the years before or you typically use for other events.
For example:
Arrival: Flight 12.3 or 13.3 to Oran, Own Hotel Oran, 14.3 Drive with service team to Taghit
Depature: 25.3 Drive with service Team to Oran; own Hotel Oran, Flight 26.3 or 27.3 back home

Arrival: Flight 13.3 or 14.3 to Algier, own hotel Algier, 14.3 flight Air Algier Algier to Bechar, Own
Hotel Bechar, 15.3 Taxi Bechar Taghit
Depature: 24.3. Taxi Taghit Bechar, Own Hotel Bechar, 25.3 Flight Bechar – Algier; Own Hotel Algier,
26.3 Flight home

Arrival: Flight early 15.3 to Algier Private Taxi to Taghit (about 14h), 25.3 Private Taxi Taghit – Algier
late 26.3 Flight home
Depature: Flight late 15.3 to Bechar Private Taxi to Taghit (about 14h), 25.3 Private Taxi Taghit –
Bechar early 26.3 Flight home

Q: Did I have to fill in the described Domestic Flight order if I have sent you an email that I want to
reserve a flight?
A: Yes, you have to do this because now you have the option to change the reservation into a
booking.

Q: Did I have to fill in the described Domestic Flight order if I think i know that I need a domestic
flight?
A: Yes, you have to do this!

Q: I think I have already ordered a flight? How will I know, that have got this order?
A: If you have ordered the domestic flight, you have gotten an automatic confirmation of this order.
In this confirmation the ordered services and the payment procedure is described in detail. If you have
followed the description to confirm the booking by making the payment, than you know that we have
get your confirmed booking.

Q: My friends / team members are not entered until now. How can I reserve a domestic flight?
Fill in the described form and use the REG Number “NEW”

Q: Time schedule of the domestic flight?
Algier – Bechar 16.3.19 between 4:00 and 8:00 in the morning. Arrival Taghit for scrutineering about
15:00
Bechar - Algier 24.3.19 arrival 18:00 - 24:00 in the night in Algier

